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Structure and Properties of Matter The basic building blocks of matter

All matter is composed of molecules
and these molecules consist of one or more atoms

Molecules retain characteristics of substance

Molecules separate whereas atoms do not
unless substance is one of the elements

E.g. + water molecules:
hydrogen and oxygen separately have nothing to do with water

Molecules of an element contain only one kind of atom
e.g. + hydrogen, oxygen, uranium, iron

There are about 100 elements
and therefore 100 different kinds of atoms

Substances which are not elements are called compounds
at present we know of about one million compounds
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Structure and Properties of Matter The basic building blocks of matter

Between 1900 and 1932 + we essentially answered question:
“What are atoms themselves made off?”

99.97% of atom mass is concentrated in nucleus at its center
consisting of two kinds of heavy particles (protons and neutrons)

Other 0.03% of mass consists of very light electrons
which buzz around in fixed orbits very far from nucleus

Scale of atom is such that if nucleus were size of golfball
electron orbits would be at a distance of 1/2 mile
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Structure and Properties of Matter The basic building blocks of matter

Besides mass + electron and proton have electric charge

Although electron is 2, 000 times lighter than proton
it has same charge as proton

More precisely + it has an equal and opposite charge

Neutron is neutral + it has no charge

Recall + electric charges come in two kinds: + and −

Like charges repel one another whereas opposite charges attract

Forces become much stronger when charges are closed together
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Structure and Properties of Matter The basic building blocks of matter

Electrons are held in orbit by electrical attraction of protons

Atom is neutral + always equal numbers of electrons and protons

Nuclear force
Reason protons in nucleus do not fly appart

due to their strong electrical repulsion
Much stronger attractive force between neutrons and protons

(a hundred times as strong)
comes into play at these small distances
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Structure and Properties of Matter The basic building blocks of matter

We describe atomic structure in terms of:

1 atomic number Z + number of protons inside nucleus

2 baryon number A + number of nucleons N inside nucleus

Nuclei of all atoms of particular element
contain same number of protons

but often contain different numbers of neutrons

Nuclei that are related in this way are called isotopes

For isotope with baryon number A of element with symbol X
it is common writing A

Z X

E.g. + when we write 238
92 U we mean isotope of uranium

which has a total of 238 neutrons plus protons and 92 protons
(How many neutrons?)
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Structure and Properties of Matter The microworld � macroworld connection
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Structure and Properties of Matter The microworld � macroworld connection

1 

By definition: 
 1 atom 12C “weighs” 12 amu 

On this scale 
1H = 1.008 amu 

 16O = 16.00 amu 

Atomic mass is the mass of an atom in 
atomic mass units (amu) 

Micro World 
atoms & molecules 

Macro World 
grams 

microworld macroworld

Atomic mass ) mass of an atom in atomic mass units (u)

u

u

u
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Structure and Properties of Matter The microworld � macroworld connection

2 

The average atomic mass is the weighted 
average of all of the naturally occurring 

isotopes of the element.  
weighted average of all of naturally occurring isotopes of element

average atomic mass  

3 

Naturally occurring  lithium is: 

7.42% 6Li (6.015 amu) 

92.58% 7Li (7.016 amu) 

7.42 x 6.015 + 92.58 x 7.016 
100 = 6.941 amu 

Average atomic mass of lithium: 

u)

u)

u
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Structure and Properties of Matter The microworld � macroworld connection

4 

Average atomic mass (6.941) 
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Structure and Properties of Matter The microworld � macroworld connection

Mole (mol): A unit to count numbers of particles

5 

The mole (mol) is the amount of a substance that  
contains as many elementary entities as there  
are atoms in exactly 12.00 grams of 12C 

 
1 mol = NA = 6.0221367 x 1023 

Avogadro’s number (NA)  

Dozen = 12 

Pair = 2 

The Mole (mol):  A unit to count numbers of particles 

Mole ☛ amount of a substance that contains as many elementary entities                
as there are atoms in exactly 12.00 grams of 12C

1 mol = NA = 6.022 x 1023

☛ Avogadro’s number NA
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Structure and Properties of Matter The microworld � macroworld connection

6 

Molar mass is the mass of 1 mole of                in grams 
eggs 
shoes 

marbles 
atoms 

1 mole 12C atoms = 6.022 x 1023 atoms = 12.00 g 

1 12C atom = 12.00 amu 

1 mole 12C atoms = 12.00 g 12C 

1 mole lithium atoms = 6.941 g of Li 

For any element 
 atomic mass (amu) = molar mass (grams) 

8 

1 amu = 1.66 x 10-24 g  or 1 g = 6.022 x 1023 amu 

1 12C atom 
12.00 amu 

x 12.00 g 
6.022 x 1023 12C atoms 

= 
1.66 x 10-24 g 

1 amu 

M = molar mass in g/mol 

NA = Avogadro’s number 

uu

(u)

u
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Structure and Properties of Matter Photons

�� ��Two atoms of C and O combine to form a CO molecule as follows
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Structure and Properties of Matter Photons

In one way or another (which we will discuss soon)
C and O atoms are driven up against one another

Negative electrons repel each other and atoms fly appart

But once in a while pair of atoms come together so hard
that electrons are driven past each other

Negative C electrons get far enough past negative O electrons
and begin to experience attractive force of positive O nucleus

Same history for oxygen electrons

When this happens + C and O combine into stable CO molecule
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Structure and Properties of Matter Photons�� ��As atoms snap together + something very important happens:

Small packet of energy (called photon) is emitted
(sort of like when 2 magnets snap together little heat is generated)
For each molecule of CO formed + a photon is emitted

and all photons have same energy
So every time 3 grams of C combines with 4 grams of O

same amount of energy (6 Cal) is released
(in form of million billion billion photons)

Reason C and O always combine in proportions 3-g-C to 4-g-O
is that 3 g of C contain same number of atoms as 4 g of O

and atoms just combine one-to-one
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Structure and Properties of Matter Burning�� ��Now we come to a crucial consideration + chain reaction

Let us suppose following two considerations are fulfilled:
1 There are many C and O molecules together
2 C and O molecules are well interspersed

Then + γ originating in combination of one pair of C and O
has good chance of hitting another C (or O)
and driving it with enough force to combine again with O (or C)

Combination will go on without outside energy
so long as there are enough C and O atoms close together

and they are interspersed enough [conditions (1) and (2)]

This is what we call burning

Condition (1) can be translated to mean “we need enough fuel”

Condition (2) + “give the fire some air!”
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Structure and Properties of Matter Burning�� ��How do we ignite the reaction?

We must agitate C-O mixture so that C’s really slam into O’s
overcoming repulsion of outer electrons

Agitating group of molecules to larger average velocity
is definition of raising temperature of group

We can raise temperature of mixture by:
1 introducing another source of photons (a light match)
2 physically agitating the C’s (friction)

e.g. + as rocket nose cone burns when it rushes through air
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Structure and Properties of Matter Burning�� ��Where does the photon come from?

Unfortunately + complete revelation of these secrets
would require you to take graduate physics course

At this point we can simply provide following explanation
Photon does not exist in atoms before it appears
But when it appears + something else does disappear: mass
Mass of CO molecule is less than sum of C and O atom masses

Einstein discovered relation between:
{

photon energy E
disappearing mass m

E = mc2

c + speed of light
In energy units you have learned that

appearance of 2 Cal of energy in photons
is associated with disappearance of 10−10 g of mass

Roughly speaking + 10−8-th of mass of fuel burned disappears
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